Abstract This study sought to determine the relationship between body mass index (BMI) fluctuation and cardiovascular disease phenotypes, diabetes, and depression and the role of genetic and environmental factors in individual differences in BMI fluctuation using the extended twinfamily model (ETFM). This study included 14,763 twins and their relatives. Health and Lifestyle Questionnaires were obtained from 28,492 individuals from the Virginia 30,000 dataset including twins, parents, siblings, spouses, and children of twins. Self-report cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and depression data were available. From selfreported height and weight, BMI fluctuation was calculated as the difference between highest and lowest BMI after age 18, for individuals 18-80 years. Logistic regression analyses were used to determine the relationship between BMI fluctuation and disease status. The ETFM was used to estimate the significance and contribution of genetic and environmental factors, cultural transmission, and assortative mating components to BMI fluctuation, while controlling for age. We tested sex differences in additive and dominant genetic effects, parental, non-parental, twin, and unique environmental effects. BMI fluctuation was highly associated with disease status, independent of BMI. Genetic effects accounted for *34 % of variance in BMI fluctuation in males and *43 % of variance in females. The majority of the variance was accounted for by environmental factors, about a third of which were shared among twins. Assortative mating, and cultural transmission accounted for only a small proportion of variance in this phenotype. Since there are substantial health risks associated with BMI fluctuation and environmental components of BMI fluctuation account for over 60 % of variance in males and over 50 % of variance in females, environmental risk factors may be appropriate targets to reduce BMI fluctuation.
Introduction
Body mass index (BMI) in overweight and obese ranges are associated with adverse health outcomes including type 2 diabetes mellitus, hypertension, cardiovascular disease, and stroke (Field et al. 2001; Seidell et al. 1989) . A ''J'' or ''U'' shaped relationship between BMI and mortality has been consistently found (Reis et al. 2009; Freedman et al. 2006) suggesting that BMI at either end of the spectrum is associated with increased risk of morbidity and mortality. The relationship between BMI and mortality appears to differ by age. In the Freedman et al. (2006) study, the risk for mortality began to increase at 30 kg/m 2 for males and 25 kg/m 2 for females over 55 years, compared with 23 kg/m 2 for males and 21 kg/m 2 for females under 55 years (Freedman et al. 2006) . Overweight and underweight male adolescents have an increased risk for mortality as adults (38 years later) compared with normal weight male adolescents (Neovius et al. 2009) . A BMI over 30 kg/m 2 in males aged 18 years is associated with increased risk for mortality 14 years later (Yarnell et al. 2000) . Therefore, even at relatively young ages there is a substantial association between BMI and mortality. These data suggest important age effects on the relationship between BMI and mortality.
Obesity is also a significant public health burden and is associated with increased health care costs (Finkelstein et al. 2010; Lightwood et al. 2009 ), lost productivity (Finkelstein et al. 2010; Lightwood et al. 2009 ), and overall poor quality of life (Schwimmer et al. 2003) . These factors have prompted public health efforts and initiatives to promote weight loss. However, weight loss attempts are largely unsuccessful over the long-term (Jeffery et al. 2000; Wing and Phelan 2005) . Results from one study indicated that only 20 % of individuals are successful in maintaining a 10 % weight loss for 1 year (Wing and Phelan 2005) . If sustained weight loss is unsuccessful and weight is regained, this may lead to another dieting attempt. Therefore, this high percentage of unsuccessful dieting attempts (weight loss followed by weight regain), may lead to large BMI fluctuations (large differences between high and low BMI).
Large BMI fluctuations appear to be associated with adverse health outcomes but evidence is limited. Independent of obesity, large fluctuations in weight are associated with increased disease and death, specifically cardiovascular diseases (Lissner et al. 1991; Blair et al. 1993; Lee and Paffenbarger 1992; Diaz et al. 2005 ) and metabolic syndrome components (Zhang et al. 2005) . Diaz and colleagues (2005) note increased mortality in individuals who experienced weight loss suggesting this relationship is not solely based on weight gain. This suggests that BMI fluctuation may also have an influence on overall health. Further research is needed to determine the impact of BMI fluctuation on specific diseases while controlling for BMI, age, and sex which are known to influence disease status.
While the contribution of genes and environment to individual differences in BMI has been investigated in numerous studies, to the best of the authors' knowledge no twin and extended twin-family model (ETFM) studies have yet been conducted on BMI fluctuation. Understanding the magnitude of genetic and environmental sources of variation can provide additional knowledge about this phenotype. The aim of the current study is to (1) determine the relationship between BMI fluctuation and a variety of medical conditions and depression while controlling for current BMI, age, and sex and (2) to use ETFM to determine which factors are important components in the variation of BMI fluctuation.
Methods and materials

Virginia 30,000
Data come from the Virginia 30,000 twin sample which has been described elsewhere (Truett et al. 1994; Maes et al. 2006) . Briefly, this is a Caucasian sample which contains data from 14,763 twins, ascertained from two sources: (1) public birth records for twins born in Virginia between 1915 and 1971 (5,287 individuals) and (2) responses to an advertisement in the American Association of Retired Persons newsletter (9,476 individuals). Median family income for this sample was slightly higher than the 1985 median Caucasian family income (Truett et al. 1994) . Twins who chose to participate were mailed a 16-page 'Health and Lifestyles' questionnaire (HLS), and asked to provide names and addresses of family members including spouses, siblings, parents and children for the follow-up study of relatives of twins. This provided information on 88 sex-specific biological and social relationships. Completed questionnaires were obtained from 69.8 % of twins and 44.7 % of relatives. The complete sample included 28,492 individuals (8,567 extended kinships), 42 % were male. For the current study individuals aged 18-80 years were included. This yielded a sample of 26,808 individuals (94.1 % of the original sample): 11,028 males and 15,780 females.
Zygosity determination
Zygosity determination was based on questions asking how often the twin was confused for the cotwin as a child (Truett et al. 1994; Maes et al. 2006) ; this method has been validated showing 95 % agreement with zygosity determination based on blood typing (Eaves et al. 1989) .
BMI fluctuation
On the HLS, participants were asked questions regarding their height and their current, highest (non-pregnancy), and lowest weight after age 18. Current, highest, and lowest BMI were calculated as current, highest, and lowest weight (kg)/ height (m 2 ). BMI fluctuation was calculated as the difference between highest and lowest BMI. Individuals (n = 492; 1.7 %) with BMI fluctuations falling three or more standard deviations from the mean were removed because these values were likely erroneous or indicative of a disease state (e.g. cancer, anorexia nervosa, thyroid disorder).
Disease
The HLS contained questions about self-reported disease status. Participants were asked if they had heart failure, heart attack, stroke, angina, and high blood pressure [''diagnosed or treated by a physician'']. Response options were 'yes' and 'no' for each item. From responses to these questions, an ''any cardiovascular disease'' variable was constructed. If participants answered yes to presence of any one of heart failure, heart attack, stroke, angina, or high blood pressure, the participant was considered to have cardiovascular disease; otherwise they were not. For diabetes, participants were asked whether they had diabetes ''diagnosed or treated by a physician;'' thus both type 1 and type 2 diabetes were included. Participants were also asked whether they had had depression diagnosed or treated by a physician. In the current sample the same 346 participants were missing information on cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and depression.
Statistical analyses
Using the entire sample, logistic regression analyses were performed separately for any cardiovascular disease, heart failure, heart attack, stroke, angina, hypertension, diabetes, and depression, controlling for current BMI, age, and sex. Number of children and pregnancies did not influence results so were not included in final analyses. Generalized estimating equation corrections were applied to control for non-independence of the data due to inclusion of related individuals. These analyses were conducted in SAS 9.2 (SAS Institute Inc. 2004).
Structural equation modeling was performed to estimate the contributions of genetic and environmental factors to BMI fluctuation; raw continuous data were used. With availability of data on twins and their first and seconddegree relatives (parents, siblings, spouses, and children), familial correlations were estimated by maximum likelihood. Next, an ETFM Maes et al. 2009 ), which builds on the classical twin design (Neale and Cardon 1992; Neale and Maes 1998) , was used. The ETFM allows for the simultaneous estimation of sex-specific additive and dominant genetic and shared and non-shared environmental factors in the presence of assortative mating. Genetic factors can be divided into additive genetic factors [(A), shared entirely by monozygotic (MZ) twins and on average 50 % by dizygotic (DZ) twins], and dominant genetic factors [(D), shared entirely by MZ twins and 25 % by DZ twins]. There are two main environmental sources of variance; common environmental factors (C) which are those shared by both members of a twin pair regardless of zygosity and specific environmental factors (E) which are unique to each twin and include measurement error (Neale and Cardon 1992; Neale and Maes 1998) . While in classic twin models, C and D are confounded, all sources can be estimated simultaneously in the ETFM. This model is further able to partition the shared environmental variance in factors shared with parents (cultural transmission), non-parental shared sibling and twin environmental factors. The presence of spousal pairs and other relatives through marriage allows the effects of assortative mating to be taken into account.
Qualitative and quantitative sex differences are incorporated in the model. Qualitative sex differences are those in which the genes responsible for the phenotype differ in males and females while quantitative sex differences are those in which the magnitude of the genetic effect is different across the sexes. The base ETFM was further modified to allow for age regression on the mean values for BMI fluctuation.
Parameters of the ETFM were estimated from patterns of twin and family resemblance. Parameters estimates and their 95 % confidence intervals were obtained using a maximum likelihood approach. Submodels were fitted to determine the most parsimonious model that did not fit significantly worse than the full model using likelihood ratio tests. The difference in minus twice the log-likelihood (-2LL) between two nested models is distributed as a Chisquare with degrees of freedom (df) equal to the difference between the df's of the two models. The following rationale was used for fitting submodels. First, we evaluated the significance of qualitative sex differences; this test of whether the same factors are operating in both sexes was implemented by fixing the correlations between the male and female factors to one. The test was done for dominance, twin, and sibling environments. Qualitative differences for the additive component are modeled as male-specific additive genetic factors which can be dropped from the model to test their significance. Secondly, we tested for quantitative sex differences by equating the magnitudes of the male and female additive and dominant genetic effects, sibling, twin and unique environment, and cultural transmission. Third, we tested the significance of each of the sources of variance as well as assortment. Lastly, we removed the effects of age regression. Akaike information criterion (AIC) and -2LL were used to determine the best fit model. The best fit model was the most parsimonious model, as indicated by the lowest value for AIC, that did not fit significantly worse than the full model. Figure 1 contains a graphical representation of the full model for opposite-sex twins and their parents. All statistical analyses were conducted in the R software version 2.12.2 (R Development Core Team 2010); all structural equational modeling was conducted using OpenMx version 1.03 (Boker et al. 2011) .
Results
The mean age of the sample was 48.6(16.9) years. BMI fluctuation ranged from 0.00 to 16.84 kg/m 2 . After Behav Genet (2012) 42:867-874 869 controlling for current BMI, age, and sex, BMI fluctuation significantly predicted presence of any cardiovascular disease, heart failure, heart attack, stroke, angina, hypertension, diabetes, and depression; p value \0.001 for all diseases. BMI fluctuation more strongly predicted disease than current BMI for all diseases phenotypes except hypertension where BMI more strongly predicted hypertension. Results of logistic regression equations are shown in Table 1 . Although BMI fluctuation and current BMI are highly correlated, BMI fluctuation remained a significant predictor of disease when BMI and all other covariates were included. It should be noted that current BMI was inversely correlated with heart failure. This may be because congestive heart failure is often associated with low current BMI.
Maximum likelihood estimates of the correlations between relatives are presented in Fig. 2 . Except for twin correlations, all correlations could be equated across sex within each type of genetic and social relatedness. These correlations showed that twins were more similar than any other familial or social relationships. As expected, MZ twins were the most highly correlated of all relatives. The pattern of correlations was roughly consistent with decreased correlations for decreased level of relatedness. Table 2 shows model fit statistics for the full ETFM and submodels. The full twin model included age regression on BMI fluctuation means. Next, the significance of qualitative and quantitative sex-differences, and age regression was tested. All were significant except for the qualitative sex differences. Fig. 1 Extended-twin family model for opposite-sex twins and their parents. Note: T special twin environment, D non-additive genetic effects, E unique environmental effects, C common environmental effects, A additive genetic effects, B male specific genetic effects, Fa father, Mo mother, tm special twin environment-males, dm nonadditive genes-males, em unique environment and error-males, sm special sibling environment-males, am additive genetic effects-males, bm male-specific genetic effects, i assortative mating, tf special twin environment-females, df non-additive genes-females, ef unique environment and error-females, sf special sibling environment-females, af additive genetic effects-females, T1 twin 1, T2 Twin2, rd correlation between non-additive genetic effects in males and females, rt correlation between special twin environment in males and females, rs correlation between common environmental factors in males and females Additive genetic factors, dominance genetic factors in females, unique and twin environmental factors all contributed significantly to variance of BMI fluctuation.
The confidence intervals for sex-specific genes, male dominant genetic factors, sibling environment, assortative mating, and cultural transmission contained zero, indicating that these parameters did not contribute significantly to the variance of this phenotype in this study. However, to provide the most comprehensive unbiased results, parameter estimates are presented for the full model even though this was not the most parsimonious model based on AIC. Means, parameter estimates and 95 % confidence intervals for the full model are provided in Table 3 .
The variance in BMI fluctuation was accounted for more by environmental than genetic factors for males and females (Table 3) . For both males and females the largest source of variance was the unique environment, which explained about 40 % of the variance. The main source of shared environmental variance of BMI fluctuation was twin environment contributing between 22 and 15 % of the variance in males and females, respectively. A small nonsignificant amount of cultural transmission existed and parameter estimates suggested a positive influence from mothers' phenotype to their daughters' phenotype and a negative influence from fathers' phenotype to their sons' phenotype. Sex-specific genes accounted only for a very small amount (\2 %) of the variance in this phenotype; this indicated that mostly the same genes contributed to the variance of BMI fluctuation in both sexes, but the magnitudes of their effects were different. In males the genetic factors accounted for *34 % of the variance in BMI fluctuation; this was largely due to additive genetic effects. In females, genetic factors accounted for *43 % of the variance in BMI, largely due to dominant genetic effects.
The age regression on the mean values for BMI fluctuation was significant. The b value from the regression coefficient was 5.38 for males and 4.67 for females. As individuals age, BMI variation increased with larger effects in males than females.
Discussion
Previous research has shown that both current BMI (Freedman et al. 2006; Whitlock et al. 2009; Fontaine et al. 2003) and BMI fluctuations (Lissner et al. 1991; Blair et al. 1993; Lee and Paffenbarger 1992; Diaz et al. 2005) are associated with numerous adverse health outcomes. While it is well known that obesity is associated with disease, results from the current study provide more evidence that BMI fluctuation, independent of current BMI was also significantly associated with a variety of cardiovascular disease phenotypes, diabetes, and depression.
The relationships between BMI fluctuation and cardiovascular phenotypes, diabetes, and depression suggests that BMI fluctuation could be a useful predictor of many disorders. Cardiovascular disease phenotypes are all positively associated with BMI fluctuation. This suggests that higher fluctuation in BMI are associated with greater likelihood of suffering from cardiovascular diseases. Similarly, diabetes is positively associated with BMI Results from the bolded model are presented
Note: BMI body mass index, AIC akaike information criterion, n/a not applicable *All models are compared to the full model Twins, spouses, siblings 3.1 (2.9-3.3) 3.5 (3.2-3.7)
Children of fluctuation, suggesting that changes in BMI are also associated with increased incidences of diabetes. In addition to BMI fluctuation's association with medical disorders, it is associated with at least one psychiatric phenotype, depression. Higher BMI fluctuation is associated with higher endorsement of depression. This could be due to weight fluctuations (either weight gain or weight loss) during depressive episodes. Therefore, it might be worth assessing individuals with high levels of BMI fluctuation for depression. Further, it is not surprising that current BMI is inversely associated with depression given that depression can be characterized by gain or loss of weight. BMI fluctuation is relatively inexpensive to collect and may provide additional information relevant to health status. The role of genes and environment in the variance of current BMI has been widely investigated. However, much less is known about their relative contributions to BMI fluctuation, nor, whether the magnitude of the genetic and environmental contributions to variance of current BMI and BMI fluctuation are similar. Results of this study suggested there are some differences in the magnitude of sources contributing to variance in current BMI and BMI fluctuation. There are several possible explanations for these differences.
First, our results suggest that BMI fluctuation has a lower heritability than BMI (Stunkard et al. 1986; Allison et al. 1996; Maes et al. 1997 ). This suggests that while current BMI is largely influenced by genetic factors which cannot be changed, changing the environment may be exceptionally helpful in reducing BMI fluctuation. If individuals are not fighting against a strong genetic disposition towards a given phenotype, it is potentially easier to prevent the manifestation of a certain phenotype. Results from this study suggest that changing the environment could substantially influence BMI fluctuation. However, it is also possible that there is greater error of measurement in assessing BMI fluctuation than there is in BMI, and this would manifest as greater environmental variation in our analyses. Improving the measurement of BMI fluctuation (such as by measured height and weight at frequent intervals across the lifespan) could help resolve this paradox.
Second, while the same genetic and environmental influences may be responsible for both BMI fluctuation and current BMI, it is also possible that these phenotypes do not share all of these influences. If (partly) different genetic and/or environmental influences are contributing to these phenotypes, this could help explain the differences in magnitude of the contribution of different sources of variation and possibly why current BMI and BMI fluctuation are both predictive of disease risk independently of one another and while controlling for one another.
Third, the motivation to alter current BMI if at either BMI extreme could be environmentally driven. Societal norms and ideals would likely push individuals with low or high BMI values to attempt to alter BMI. However, it is well known that weight change is difficult to maintain (Wing and Phelan 2005) . Therefore, individuals may be motivated by environmental factors to alter weight, but have difficulty maintaining these changes, due to their genetic predisposition. This might result in large BMI fluctuations.
Results of this study suggest that unlike current BMI, there is a substantial environmental component to BMI fluctuation. Therefore, altering environmental factors could reduce BMI fluctuation. The current study also suggests that altering BMI fluctuation could thereby reduce adverse health consequences associated with BMI fluctuation. However, additional studies are needed to confirm this notion. In conjunction with what is known about current BMI, results from this study suggest that a balance might need to be reached between reducing current high BMI and reducing large BMI fluctuations. Further studies are needed to evaluate the risk of BMI fluctuation and current high BMI to find the optimal balance to reduce associated disease risk.
There are several limitations to this study. First, all measures were based on self-report and therefore may be subject to recall bias. Inclusion of relatives was based on willingness of twin to provide contact information for relatives in conjunction with relatives' willingness to participate. Questions were 'yes', 'no' questions and we do not have in depth information on symptoms of disorders, such as edema, which may have influenced weight. We do not know if participants engaged in weight-cycling nor do we know the reasons for weight change (e.g., disease, such as cancer which has weight loss as a common symptom and anorexia nervosa which has low BMI as a required symptom, or deliberate weight loss), amount of time or number of times spent at the high and low BMIs. The HLS questionnaire only asked about current height. It is possible that individuals were still growing or osteopenic bone loss may have occurred. Therefore height at highest or lowest weight might have been different. However this would likely have affected only a small number of individuals and thus unlikely to influence our results substantially. Second, the presence of dominance in this design is confounded with age-specific genetic effects or gene by age interaction(s) and interactions between the causes of intergenerational resemblance and secular trends. Methodological limitations prevented age moderation of variance components, however when the sample was divided into twins who were 55 years and above and below 55 years results were consistent with those from the full sample.
Conclusion
Since there are substantial health risks associated with BMI fluctuation and environmental components of BMI fluctuation account for over 60 % of variance in males and over 50 % of variance in females, environmental risk factors may be appropriate targets to reduce BMI fluctuation.
